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Rose responds to crime wave
by Dwight Dively
The recent outbreak of theft
and vandalism at Rose has
provoked some soul-searching
among the members of the
Institute. and the administration
has been forced to respond to the
crisis.
Dr. Jess Lucas, the Dean of
Student Affairs, has set a new
policy in this area. Anyone found
to be involved in these activities
will be dealt with the full extent
of the school's powers, and then
turned over to local judicial
authorities.
In addition, the school will
encourage those who are totally
dissatisfied here to leave. Rose
will try to help students desiring
to transfer in any way possible.
Dr. Lucas explained that the
attitude of total dislike for the
school could foster malicious
intentions resulting in some of
the acts which are taking place.
One way to help control these
acts is to work on improving

Dr. Hulbert prepares to receive a pie from his wife as part of
Blue Key's Pie-Throwing Contest during Parent's Weekend.
The contest raised over $80 for the Olympathon.
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student attitudes and to try to
better understand the basis for
negative attitudes.
If, in the final analysis, this
requires that dissatisfied
students be encouraged to
transfer, Lucas say,s this is best.
"I believe it is only a very small
nucleus of students who hold
such extreme feelings about the
school and we are interested in
determining who they are so that
we might better understand the
problem.
"If there is no reasonable,
effective way to make their stay
here more pleasant, then they
will be offered the opportunity to
leave."
The crime problem has
reached alarming proportions in
recent weeks. Many students'
autos have been broken into,
dorms have been vandalized,
gym lockers have been rifled,
and lab equipment has been
stolen. Finally, a valuable piece
of statuary was taken from the
library two weeks ago.
It is entirely possible that this
rash of thefts and vandalism has
been perpetrated by people from
off campus and the Institute is
now taking steps to deal with
these "visitors."
Dr. Lucas feels that one
possible related factor is student
attitudes. He cites the apathy of
some of our students, the lack of
constructive criticism on the
Instructor Evaluation Poll, and

the feeling of some that "I'll put
up with four years here so I can
earn $20.000 when I get out."
The problem of student apathy
is characterized by poor
attendance at several recent
entertainment features, and the
lack of entrants in the recent
SGA elections and Talent Show.
In
addition.
several
organizations are having trouble
attracting members.
Lucas also cited student
attitudes towards the evaluation
poll as a major problem. Reports
are that many of the forms are
only sketchily filled out. and
many are loaded with personal
attacks upon the professors
concerned. Lucas added that "It
seems it's a rare form which has
any positive or helpful
comments on it."
Finally.
the
single
materialistic goal of many of the
students inhibits exploring ways
to improve the environment at
Rose. Lucas feels that if students
really wanted te, they could
make their college experience
here not only financially
rewarding, but personally rewarding as weft. ,
Dr. Lucas admits he is at a
loss to know what to do to
resolve some of these problems,
and encourages anyone who has
suggestions, information, or a
sincere desire to change schools
to see him.
t
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Wilson fellows to visit campus
by John Sparks
Next week Rose-Hulman will
again be host to the Woodrow
Wilson Visiting Fellows
Program. This time, though, two
fellows will visit the campus.
The two are Joseph Handwerger
and his wife, Gretchen.
The program, sponsored by the
Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation, brings
successful members from the
business,
journalism,
governmental, diplomatic, and
professional worlds to college
campuses to interact with
students and facul1V.
Once again, Dr. Heinz Luegenbiehl, assistant professor
of philosophy at Rose and
coordinator of the visit, has lined
up a schedule of appearances for
the Handwergers.
Gretchen will give a public
lecture on the Peace Corps and
Third World Development at a
time and place to be announced
later.
The present Deputy Director
of the U.S. Peace Corps, she has
served in various positions in the
Peace Corps since 1961. In the
early 70s, however, she took
time out to serve on the

Presidential Clemency Board in
1974-75.
Gretchen also worked as the
Staff Director of the 1960
Inaugural Committee for the
inauguration of President John
F. Kennedy.
As she was editor of her
college
newspaper
at
Swarthmore College and a
member of the Student Council,
she is also interested in these
groups at Rose.
Joseph, with a Bachelor of
Science in Civil Engineering
from the University of Alabama
and a Master of Architecture
from Harvard, will be speaking
to the Architectural Commission
of Terre Haute Civic
Improvement, Inc., and the
Rose-Hulman ASCE chapter.
He would like to discuss
housing the poor in developing
countries, materials for low-cost
housing in developing countries,
the crisis in housing affordability
in the United States, campus
planning, new community
planning, architecture, and
preparing for an architectural
education.
He is very interested in talking

individually to students about
design on an informal basis,
especially in housing. This
reflects his experience in a
number of projects in Maryland
and Virginia.
He also participated in the
layout of Shiraz, Iran. and
worked on master plans for
colleges in Korea and Indonesia.
Joseph has worked for various
architectural firms since 1960.
He presently practices
architecture, planning, and
interior design as well as
consulting
work
with
international finance institutions
and private firms.
His international work also
includes low-cost housing
projects in Nicaragua and El
Salvador.
The aim of the Visiting
Fellows program is to allow
students and faculty to discuss
their feelings on real world
situations. It is an excellent
opportunity for students to learn
something about the kind of
people they will be dealing with
in the professions they someday
enter, and for Fellows to bring
new insights onto college
campuses.

Gretchen & Joseph Hendwerger

Chem.faculty attend ACS conference
Two members of the RoseHulman Chemistry Department
have just returned from a
conference of the American
Chemical Society in Hawaii.
Dr. Frank Guthrie, whose
main field is analytical
chemistry, and Dr. Gayle King,
a physical chemistry specialist,
were in the islands from April 1
to 7 as part of a group of nearly
9,000 participants. Both were
accompanied by their wives.
The conference was a joint
meeting of the American and
Japanese
chemistry
associations, along
with

participants from Australia and
New Zealand. The language
problems that the American
delegates expected
never
materialized, since virtually all
of the Japanese speak English,
and most even presented their
papers in English.
A total of about 5,000 papers
were presented during the
conference, in areas ranging
from chemical engineering to
analytical chemistry to chemical
education. There were also
awards in each division, dinners,
and displays and demonstrations
of new equipment.
Both couples had a chance to

do a little touring the day after
the conference ended, and
utilized the good weather to
travel to the north coast of Oahu
and explore Honolulu.
Besides helping to keep the
professors abreast of new
developments in their fields,
these conferences reveal new
teaching
techniques and
equipment. They also create
contacts which aid students in
future employment or admission
to graduate
Next year's conferences are
set for Washington, D.C., in the
fall and Houston, Texas, in the
spring of 1980.

David McCullough to lecture at Rose
The Student Activities Board will sponsor a coffeehouse next
Saturday, Aprli 28, in the WORX at 8:00 p.m. The coffeehouse
will feature Dan Biegen and Eric Sayer, composers and performers of "Classical Cartoon Music." This pair gained their
fame as accompanists to mime Michael Hennessy, and have
now branched out on their own. They have released an album,
and have toured 23 states.

by Eric Dansker
On May 1, journalist David
McCullough will visit RoseHulman to present three
different lectures about the
Brooklyn Bridge.
The first lecture will discuss
the bridge's conception and
design; the second, its
construction; the third, its
political considerations. The
lectures are free and open to
anyone at Rose. The community

is also invited although space
will be limited for the morning
lecture.
Mr. McCullough, a native of
Pittsburgh, is a graduate of Yale
University. He has worked as a
writer and editor with Time,
Inc., Architectural Forum. U.S.
Information Agency, and
American Heritage.
He is the author of The
Johnstown Flood, The Great
Bridge, and The Path Between

the Seas. His awards include the
National Book Award for
History.
Mr. McCullough's visit was
made possible by funds from the
Indiana Committee for the
Humanities, the J.B. Wilson
Consulting
Engineering
Program, and various
departments at Rose. Anyone
with questions about his visit
should see Dr. Mark Berrio in
C108.
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One ministries sets auditions
If you're a Christian interested
in serving the Lord but don't
quite feel a call to outer
Mongolia, read on.
A group called "One
Ministries" was formed about
this time last year so that
singers, actors, leaders, writers
and others could be allowed to
use their talent; interviews for
next year are being held now.
This Sunday, April 29, from
3:30 until 6:00 p.m., present
members will be at the Lutheran
Student Center on the I.S.U. campus in order to meet with those
students interested in hearing
more about this and auditioning.
Singers, instrumentalists, and
those interested in drama are
asked to prepare a 1-2 minute
song or skit.
Each of this year's members
will be on hand to talk with
students about the commitment
necessary, time involved, types
of performances given, or any
other such information.

At the present time, One
Ministries has one traveling
singing/drama group, consisting
of eight members, both male and
female from I.S.U. and Rose.
They have traveled this past year
to Ft. Wayne, Evansville, Kentucky, and to other churches in
the tri-state area, performing a
one-hour show of contemporary
songs and short dramas in order
to minister to the local churches
concerning life in the Body of
Christ and fellowship among its
members.
Next year, they plan to have
about six groups of different size
and time commitment and types;
some will travel, others will
minister here in Terre Haute.
Two Rose students, Stan
Cooper and Richard Moore, have
played a big part in the success of
this group. Each of them have expressed a willingness to talk with
interested people about the
ministry. Stan can be reached at
extension 328, Apartment 2A, and

Richard at extension 269, fourth
floor Scharpenberg.
One Ministries is looking for
people willing to give of their
time and abilities. As mentioned
before, singers, actors, and
writers are needed; however,
there are many more openings
than just these. People are needed to coordinate groups, direct
groups, as well as typists, artists,
and technicians ready to work
with fellow students and I.S.U.
students.
Even those who would like to
be involved in this ministry but
do not feel comfortable performing are encouraged to attend
Sunday in order to find their
place within.
This Sunday, at 3:30 p.m. at the
Lutheran Student Center (corner
of 4th and Mulberry) is the place
to go. It's not exactly outer
Mongolia, but God has given a
mission field right here in Indiana. One Ministries is simply a
way to reach out.

Decent Chick of the Week: Crystal Granger
The cast of the Drama Club's
musical, "The Fantasticks,"
is shown at right. From the
left are Rich Robbins, Julia
Wood, Bill Sutton, Joe
Gaines, and Tom Cornell.
The play's run concludes
tonight and tomorrow at 8:00
p.m. See the review on page
4.

Blood drive scheduled
On Wednesday, May 2, the Central Indiana Regional Blood
Center will be here at Rose. The
blood drive is a joint effort sponsored by the IFC and the RHA. It
will be held in the basement of
the Hulman Union from 10 a.m.
until 3 p.m.
There will be a $50 award to the
fraternity or dorm which has the
highest percentage of donors.
There will also be competition
with St. Mary-of-the-Woods. An

award will be presented to the
school which has the highest
percentage of donors.
The goal this time is 300 donors
which would double the previous
count. There is a shortage of
blood in this area. All types of
blood are needed. Be generous!
Remember — giving blood is
painless.
Food and drink will be supplied
by Burger Chef, Macke, and the
faculty wives.

HUNTER JOHN'S PIZZA

'2 OFF
Any Large
Everything
Only 1 Coupon Per Pizza
Expires May 4, 1979

HUNTER JOHN'S PIZZA

2800 E. Wabash
232-0955

$1 OFF
Any Large
Deluxe

also at 100 N. 3rd

232-1102

FREE DELIVERY

Only 1 Coupon Per Pizza
Expires May 4, 1979

HUNTER JOHN'S PIZZA

2 FREE
Hours: 4-12 Weekdays
4-1 Saturday
5-12 Sunday

In the upper photo, Kent Moraga's winning entry is shown in the
Rose Show's Bridge Busting Contest. Below, the entrants in PI
Tau,Sigma's and ASME's Rube Goldberg design competition
try out their devices.(Zimmerman photo).

We've Targeted In On
The Best Taste in PIZZA!

Cokes
With Any Small Pizza
Only 1 Coupon Per Plus
Expires May 4. 1979
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Lambda Chl tops games;
Triangle wins Songfest

—

by Warren Pease
Greek Weekend this year
provided excitement from the
start of the cart race to the end
of the Songfest. When the
evening had ended, Lambda Chi
Alpha had narrowly regained
their title in the Greek Games
and Triangle had captured the
Songfest trophy, ending Alpha
Tau Omega's four-year reign,
The first event of the morning
was the cart race which was won
by Alpha Tau Omega. Phi
Gamma Delta and Lambda Chi
Alpha finished second and third
respectively.
In the canoe race. a judge's
call may have had an effect on
the outcome of the games. After
building an early lead. a FIJI
canoeist ran into a member of
the Lambda Chi Alpha canoe
team. The judges ruled that the
infraction delayed the Lambda
Chi exchange and. although
unintentional. hampered the
team. After two events, ATO and
LCA were tied for the lead with
15 points, while FIJI was next
with 14.

The race to build the pyramid
tightened the overall race
considerably. Sigma Nu
captured first place while Phi
Gamma Delta finished second
for the third time in these
events. After three events, FIJI
had 21 points, ATO 20, LCA 18,
and SN 16.
In the tug-of-war. Triangle
nearly broke their string of fifth
place finishes against a tired Phi
Gamma Delta team. After four
events the point total was the
closest that it had been all day.
Lambda Chi took the lead for the
first time with a score of 28.
Alpha Tau Omega was second
with 25, FIJI was third with 24,
and Sigma Nu was fourth with
23.
In the final event, Phi Gamma
Delta scored their first victory,
but it wasn't enough to overtake
Lambda Chi. The final tally was:
35
Lambda Chi Alpha
34
Phi Gamma Delta
28
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Nu
28
10
Triangle
show
No
Theta Xi

4.•

The Lambda Chi cart race team Is shown in last weekend's Greek Games. Although they finished
third In the race, LCA managed an overall one point win in the games.(Zimmerman photo).

AZ.

Senior Countdown
After today, there are only 15 days of class left.

Rifle team finishes outstanding season
Rose's varsity rifle team
finished the 1978-79 season with a
record-setting 58-2 record and
bettered a number of team and
individual marks.
The Engineers capped the
season by bringing home a total
of nine trophies from the 31st
Annual University of Illinois
Invitational Rifle and Pistol
Match which pitted 18 teams
from the states of Illinois.
Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, Missouri
and Wisconsin. Rose won the
match with a record 1,091 score
out of a possible 1,200, defeating
Northwestern,
Wisconsin,
Purdue, Missouri, Marquette
and teams from 11 other schools.
Chuck Leddon, Louisville, Ky.,
junior who earlier in the season
set the Rose-Hulman quarter
course record with 2987 out of a
possible 300, took first place in
the individual competition with a

382 score. Gary Meier, Twin Falls,
Idaho. junior, was second in the
meet with a 277 score. and
teammate Jim Gryga, Kokomo
sophomore. was fourth with a 270
score. Mike Rasmusen, a
sophomore from Indianapolis
( 262), was the fourth member of
the No. 1 Rose-Hulman team.
The Engineers' second unit
‘.vas the fourth place grand
aggregate team in the 18-team
competition with a 1,016 score.
Members of the second team
include Bruce Ziegler, Columbus
freshman; David Kolacz, South
Bend freshman; Tim Juntunen,
Esko, Minn., sophomore; and
Brian Raver, a junior from
Liverpool, N.Y.
The team is coached by Sgt.
Robert Scheffknecht of the Army
ROTC detachment at RoseHulman. Also on the team are
Steve Brockman, Norm Frey,

TAYLOR AUTOMOTIVE
325 Wabash Ave.
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8-8
8-5
8-Noon

and Jeff Sutherland.
The win at the University of
Illinois established Rose (NCAA
Division III) as the No. 1 varsity
rifle team in the Midwest
regardless of size of school. The
team's only two losses came at
the hands of the U.S. Air Force
Academy.

0

Commencement commences in 4 weeks, or
28 days, or
672 hours, or
40,320 minutes, or
2,419,200 seconds,
as of 5:00 p.m. today.
Let's not go into other units; we run into trouble!
•CA

Track team falters in relays
by Mike Dunkel
The Rose-Hulman track team
continued its undefeated record
in dual and triangular meets
with a victory over Franklin
College and St. Joseph's last
Tuesday, but was narrowly
edged out by Wabash, losing the
Rose Relays for the first time in
four years.
Against the smaller squads,
Rose had great depth, scoring
120 points while Franklin had 45
and St. Joseph's managed only
23. This victory brought Rose's
record up to seven wins and no
losses in dual and triangular
meets.
On Parent's Day, although the
Rose tracksters turned in some
good times, they were narrowly
beaten by Wabash. Two of our
strongest relay teams, the 440
and the 880-yard relays, were
disqualified because of bad

exchanges. The mile relay won
its race in record time and was
just 0.25 seconds away from
making the national in Division
III. Steve Stroder was named the
outstanding performer of the
meet for his performance in the
hurdles.
The Rose track team will be
competing in the Indiana Little
State track meet on April 28. The
team's goal is to place in the top
five among about 20 colleges.
In the meet against Franklin
and St. Joseph's, the 440 relay
team of Hancock, Cassady,
Tappendorf and Lennox took
first. In the 3,000-yard
steeplechase, Hilk was second
and Collison was third. Dean
Billheimer was second in the
mile. Hodson was first and Haas
was second in the javelin. It was
a sweep in the high hurdles;
Stroder first, Messer second,

and Phillips third. Tappendorf
took first and Schipper was third
in the 440.
Rose again swept. this time in
the 100-yard dash. Hancock was
first, Lennox second, and Quick
took third. Matovich was first
and Fiscus was second in the
shot put. In the 880, Etzler was
first and Wilson was second.
Steve Stroder was third in the
long jump and first in the triple
jump. Phillips took third first in
the 440 internaediate hurdles.
In the high jump, Maxwell got
first and Yeager second. Lennox
took first and Hancock was
second in the 220. In the discus,
Fiscus took third. Billheimer
was first and Whitaker was third
in the 3-mile. In the pole vault,
Davis took third and Hodson was
second. Rose's relay team of
Phillips, Cassady, Tappendorf,
and Lennox won the mile relay.

4k I

Ilierstube
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"A BIT OF
DEUTSCHLAND Authentic German Food
IN TERRE HAUTE" Continental Atmosphere
Imported & Domestic
OPEN 4 P.M.
Beer & Wines
WED. THUR.
FRI. SAT.
PRIVATE BANQUETS
MON. - TUBS.
N TERRE HAUTE

466-9060

1724 LAFAYETTE AV

1001

Applications

•
•
•

FRANKLY SPEAKING

... by phi!frank

for

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
APPOINTMENTS
• Are Due Today
•
•
•

RESEARCH

YOu KNOW,
ThAT
PARAQUAT
Agar HALF

BAN

Forms Available
in SGA Office
•

/
1
2 Price Sale in Progress
•Daily Sales
• Newly Remodeled Store
• 5°/o Discount to Rose Students
‘(I.D. Required, Must be 21)
(No Discount on Sales Merchandise
or Beer)

LICILIEB5
MARS LIQUORS
1031 S. 25th St.

Latest 1979
HAIRSTYLING
HAIRCUTS
Zotos Conditioning

ACID PERMS

$8GG
elstwhere $15

$356

to $4
elsewhere $5 E. up

$23"

elsewhere $35 &

JUST MINUTES FROM ROSE
Licensed Berber & Beauty Salon
STYLISTS
DEBBIE SCOTT & RICK JOHNSON

HIS 'N HERS
HAIRSTYLING WORLD
KS S. 25th

232-0631
COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES • box 4244 Berkeley,CA 94704
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EDITORIAL

Honor Keys

"The Fantasticks"

One of the most prestigious honors a Rose student can receive is to be
granted an Honor Key, which is the highest award presented by the Student
Government Association. It is unfortunate that the procedures needed to obtain
a Key are somewhat haphazard and open to fraud.
To qualify for a Key, one must accumulate a total of 80 points, with point
values assigned arbitrarily to certain campus activities. According to the official application, "Honor Keys are awarded to students dedicating an exceptional amount of time and service to Rose." Thus, the two major qualifications
are "time spent" and, more importantly, "service rendered." The current
point system doesn't seem to meet these criteria.
The basic problem is inequity. Several positions have point values far too
small in relation to other activities which require less time and return less service to Rose. A few examples will suffice.
The SGA Vice-President is probably not given enough credit. His 16 points
are the same number that the Commander of Rose Rifles gets, and yet his service to the school is unquestionably greater.
The SAB Chairman surely doesn't put in the hours that the SGA President
does, nor does his work return the same degree of wide-ranging benefit, yet he
receives 25 points just as the President does.
An SGA representative probably contributes less and certainly doesn't work
as hard as a THORN reporter (we should know!), and yet each receives eight
points.
These few examples are not intended to "get" anyone, nor are they meant to
demean anyone's job or his performance. They are just evidence that the two
standards for Honor Key points aren't equitably met by the present scoring
system.
There are three other problems in the Honor Key procedures that need to be
corrected. First, the list of points is outdated, and includes groups now defunct
and omits several of the newer organizations. This should be corrected immediately.
Another area that might be worth looking into is introducing a distribution
requirement, so that points would have to be earned in more than one area of
campus involvement. The Honor Key is not for "Outstanding Athletic Performance," for example, but instead for "Outstanding Service to Rose." It would
seem that requiring a broad participation in campus activities would be better,
perhaps by awarding a maximum of 60 points for any one field of endeavor.
Finally, fraud has unfortunately occurred in the application process in the
past, and is likely to do so again in the future. The supervisory committee mandated by the rules has not been very active in recent years, and this body should
be strengthened in order to preserve the integrity of the award.
It is too late to make these changes for this year, but there is plenty of time
to act before next year. The Student Congress should look into this matter
carefully.
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Senior Countdown
After today,there are only 15 days of class left.
Commencement commences In 4 weeks, or
28 days, or
872 hours, or
40,320 minutes, or
2,419,200 seconds,
.
N
as of 5:00 p.m. today.
Let's not go into other units; we run into trouble!
WPNX
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THORN poll results
The results of last week's
THORN poll on coeducation
were inconclusive, to say the
least. A total of 36 ballots were
returned, with 18 being in favor
and 18 against.
Few comments were received
on negative ballots, although one
said "No, definitely no, HELL
NO!"
Those in favor of allowing
women to apply for admission

generally cited improved
campus social life and a more
realistic learning environment.
One student said he wouldn't
contribute any money after he
graduates until Rose goes coed.
Our results are rather
inconclusive due to the small
sample. If more students
express their preferenes to us at
Box 891. we'll print more
complete results next week.

Editor

Sports Editors

The

HORN
Published weekly at
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology, 5500 Wabash Avenue, Terre
Haute, IN 47803.
"No one lays down the
THORN without a feeling of
relief." — B.S. Hubert.

Reporters

by Don G. Ovanni
Newly elected SGA president
Don Chumpleby today
announced club budget requests
for the 1979-80 school year.
WRTR, the alleged campus
radio station, requested $100,000
to build a 5-million watt FM
station. "This will allow us to
compete with the radio stations
in town — the town of Los
Angeles," explained station
General Manager Rick
Pflugshaft. WRTR also
requested money to buy the
Associated Press wire service.
The Racing Association
requested f unding in the
amount of $22.50 to buy
squirrel food to feed the
squirrels powering the new
Turbo Buick.
The Physics Club wants money
to buy their own nuclear reactor.
The club is considering the
purchase of a reactor located
IMM1q1q1MMGISIPRq1MMIsIMIMI

Dwight Dively
Warren Pease,

Peter Kehoe
Mike Dunkel,

John Sparks, Rick Warner,
Jim Weber
Photographer

Greg Zimmerman

Business Manager . Chris Bodenhorn
Advertising Manager

This fascinating play, written
by Tom Jones with music by
Harvey Schmidt, is deservedly
the longest-running play in
America, having been put on
over 7,000 times at the Sullivan
Theater in New York. The Rose
performance, although of course
not in its 7,000th show, is a fine
indication of why the play has
done so well.
The play centers around a 19year-old boy, played by Joe
Gaines. and a 16-year-old girl,
played by St. Mary's sophomore
Julia Wood, who fall in love but
are separated by a wall built by
their fathers to keep them apart.
In actuality, the fathers (Bill
Sutton and Tom Cornell( want
the children to fall in love, and
strive to do this by telling them
they can't be together.
Their rationale for this is that
the best way to get children to do
something is to say "no." All of
this is explained by the song
"Never Say No," the
performance of which is
unquestionably a highlight of the
show.
Finally, the fathers arrange
for a fake kidnapping attempt by
the bandit El Gallo (Rich
Robbins, who also narrates the
play), which enables Gaines to
fight off the would-be abductors
and win Julia's hand. The first
act ends in a happy ending.
The real world puts in its

appearance in the second act.
when the lovers discover that
things look different in the
sunlight. I won't spoil the ending.
but this more difficult act is
performed just as well as the
first. The song. "Plant a
Radish" by Sutton and Cornell,
is excellent.
I was quite skeptical of the
ability of the Drama Club to put
on a musical, since I didn't think
we had the vocal talent needed to
perform one. How wrong I was!
The singing is consistently good,
and all four vocalists deserve
commendation. The musicians
who provide the accompaniment
likewise do an excellent job.
Top accolades must go to
Robbins, though, as he sings a
magnificent bass part in a role
which was seemingly designed
just for him. His solo
performance of "Try to
Remember," the play's theme,
is dynamic and powerful, just as
it needs to be.
Even the minor parts are well
developed. Gene Jones, as The
Man Who Dies, overacts just as
the part requires, and he and
Robbins bring down the house in
the climatic fight scene.
John Rasp is superbly cast as
the Shakespearian actor, whose
fading memory and fading press
clippings add a ray of "light" to
both acts.
For those who haven't seen the
play, it is well worth the price.
The club will conclude its performances Friday and Saturday
night at 8:00 p.m. in the Rose
auditorium.

SGA budget hearings

Paul Wallace,
Copy Editor

by Dwight Dively
Rose's Drama Club has wound
up perhaps their finest season
ever with a superb production of
the musical "The Fantasticks.-
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near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
which has recently fallen into
disuse.
Significant changes are
planned in publication budgets.
The Modulus requested $19.95 to
buy a new clock to replace the
one now in the staff office which
runs 2/
1
2 years slow. The
Quarterly is requesting funds for
a new proofreading service.
The Thorn, "the campus
newspaper that's published
weakly," has asked for money to
subscribe to the Lawrence Flynt
Custom Photo Service. The
material supplied by this
company, which specializes in
"inspirational photos," will be
used in the Decent Chick of the
Week feature.
The Rose Debate Team will
purchase two high-power
Anschutz rifles. "This
equipment is essential for the
team to continue its winning

ways," explains team captain
Harry S.
The Rifle Team, meanwhile.
plans to increase its firepower.
The team will purchase four
bazookas to cut down on the
number of targets missed during
matches.
Special allotments were
proposed for the band to
purchase one dozen wrestling
armadillos and a Sony video
recorder which will be used to
tape Bullwinkle cartoons which
members miss while at
rehearsal. A motion to provide
the group with five tons of garlic
bread was defeated after the
Rose Christian Fellowship
representative argued that five
loaves should be sufficient if
distributed properly.
Money to pay for these
requests will be raised through
increasing casino gambling
revenue from the vending
machines in the student lounge.

Dear Editor

Gallery 109 praised
Editor, the THORN.
By now many of the students of
Rose-Hulman have had an
opportunity to wander through
Gallery 109. the display of
photographs set up by the
photography classes. I feel that
these classes, and the visiting
artist. Robert Rowe, have done
us all a service by providing this
refreshing display. In light of the
enrollment of the photography
classes it seems likely that there
is enough student interest to
maintain the gallery even after
Bob Rowe's stay is over.
However, as it now stands, room

109 is to be returned to the
placement office after the spring
quarter is over, and the gallery
will in all probability cease to
exist. This would be unfortunate.
Therefore, I would like to call
upon all interested students and
faculty to help preserve the
gallery. Perhaps it will be
possible to hold placement
interviews with the photographs.
In any event, the time to start
thinking about this is now. before
the end of the quarter, and the
gallery.
Jeff Koechling

Senior countdown rapped
assumption that there are 365
Dear Thorn Editor,
I am writing to point out two days in a year. Over the period of
very obvious errors which occur- 100 years. 1 day every four years
red in the April 20th issue of becomes more significant. Using
the Thorn. If the two errors in the still imprecise value of 365.25
the SENIOR COUNTDOWN days/year we find that there are
reflect in any way the math 958.248 microcenturies in 35
background which Rose students days.
Jim Durr
graduate with. we should work a
little harder on mathematics.
Editor's Reply
There are 0.0025 kilofortnights in
Oops.
35 days. The other error is the

